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ABSTRACT 
The effects of NC-1300-0-3， a new proton pump inhibitor， on the central nervous system were 
analyzed behaviorally and electroencephalographically in mice， rats and rabbits. NC-1300-0-3 (in 
large dose 1000曙 /kg，p. 0.) showed slight inhibitory effects on spontaneous locomotor activ抑制d
sleeping time induced by pentobarbital， but no effects on rotarod test in mice. NC-1300-0-3 ( 
100~1000略/kg ， p. 0.) showed analgesic effect significant1y on phenylquinone test in mice 
Moreover， NC-1300-Q-3 gave no influences on the body temperature in mice and spontaneous 
electroencephalograph in rabbits. Based on these results obtained， NC-1300-0-3 was considered 



































録装置 (Animexactivity meter. Farad Electron 
ics. Sweden)を用い 1群6匹の雄性マウスを

































































































100曙 /kg投与群では，図 2Bに示すように 2時間
30分から30分間位はやや運動量が増加したが，
300唱 /kg投与群(図 2C)とほI間程度でほとん
ど変化はなく， 1000曙 /kg応用群(図 2D)のみ




1000略 /kg経口投与し 6時間後まで経時的に l
di内川
NC-1300-0-3 100 mg/kg. p.oω 
+ 2 3 4 5 6hr 
2 3 4 5 6hr 
印 unts/min
150 1000 mg/kg. p. 0 
010 
50 




B : NC-130o-0-3 100昭 /kg経口投与，
C : NC-1300-0-3 300mg/kg経口投与，











































































































































































用量 体 温('c ，平均土S.E.) 
例数
(暗!kg) 投与前 30分 1時間 2時間 3時間 6時間 24時間
対照 10 38. 1土0.7 36.7:i:1.7 36.6:i:1.4 35.8土2.0 35.4:i:1.9 34.8:i:1.5 37.0土1.2
100 10 38.0土0.5 36.6:i:1.0 35.9:i:1.0 36.5:i:1.2 35.5士1.4 35.8土2.6 36.9土1.8
300 10 37.4:i:1.0 36.3ごと1.4 35.5:i:1.4 36.l:i:1.1 34.8土2.1 35.1:i:1.2 36.5士0.9
1000 10 37.4土2.7 36. 4:i0. 8 35.8士1.4 35.8土1.2 35.1土1.3 34.6:i:1.5 36.4:i:1.0 
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NC-I300勾0-3 300 mg/kg， p.O.， 30 min 
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